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THE EFFECT OF ADDITION AGEl\lTS IN GRINDIl'JG· PORTLAl'ID
C~IENT CLINKER
In the dry grinding of most materials in a ball
mill or similar apparatus, a degree of fineness 1s
eventually reached when a noticeable decrease in the
efficiency of grinding occurs. The degree of fine-
ness where this phenomenon occurs, as measured by the
specific surface of the material being ground, varies
greatly with different materials. The accompanying
effect in all cases, however, is the formation of a
coating upon the balls; this coating in the case of
cement adheres tightly to the balls and increases
in thickness as grinding progresses after the initial
"coatingtl fineness has been reached. Usually an
agglomeration or flocculation of the fine particles
which have preViously been produced also occurs.
The first effect tends to cushion the blows of
tho b~lls, and both effects tend to defeat the object
of contil:1Ued grinding.
It w~s tl18 purpose of this work to study these
effects With-the folloWing views in mind:'
1. To determine, if pOs'sible, the cause" or
causes, of this ball coating and 'oohesion of
the fine particles.
2. To study tl-1G eff8 ct of various 11 dispersing
agents" in rernedying these conditions, and
to attempt to classify these agents into
distinguishing groups.
3. To develop a theory to account for the in-
crease in grinding efficiency obtained by
the use of these grinding aids.
Portland cement clinker was chosen for use in
all the experimental work in this study since the
problem of fine grincling is probably growing more
acute in this field. It 1s recognized that before
a grinding aid is commercially practicable its
effect upon the finished product must receive serious
study_ ·However, no attempts were made to stUdy the
effects of the grinding aids used upon the strength
of concrete made from the cement produced, inas-
much as this was not within the province of the pre~
sent work.
PREVIOUS WORK
The experimental work which has previously been
done in thi'e field is extremely 11m1ted.
It has long been knowntbat ball mill operators
in clinke-rgrincflng could m1n1mi.ze~ ball ooating by
mixins a little soft coal \'litr.l. trle cl1arge. Ho'vlever,
no serious investigation of this effect appears in
the Ii terature.
Quite recently the effect of a patented material,
called nTDA tt , on the 5rin'iingof portland cement
clinker has been published. 1 ,2
Several patents have been issued on the use of var-
ious 6rindinS aids. One such patent covers the usc of
carbonaceous materials. 3 Anottler covers the use of IIde-
flocculatin5 agents u4 , another on tt resinous materials tf5,
and one on the use of a "liquid--whicr-l will evaporate by
1. Dawley, E. R. Effect of TDA on tlle Rate of
,Grinding Portland Oement Clinker. Pit arrl Quarry,
32, 44, July, 1939.
2. RockNood, N. C. Aids to Clinker Grinding, Rock
PrO~u0ts, 42:38, 1939.
3. PontoppicJ.arl, Carl. IJ:ethod,s of Fine Grinding of
Cement, U. S. Patent ~o. 1,904,523, Apr. 18, 1933.
4. Breyer, F. G. Fine Dry Grinding, U. S. Patent No.
1,985~076, Dec. 18, 1934.
5. Goddard,'J'. ~., ImprOVemel:lts Relating to Processes
for Grind.ing J.vIater1als, Br1,t'1s11 Fatent 350,538~
June 12, 1931.
reason of the heat produced by the grinding--and
thus maintain the temperature of the material below
(that) at which (it) becomes inclined to adhere to
the--grinding machine. u1
Few of these patents are specific as to how to
apply the griming aid or as to the actual results
obtained when they are used.
No work has appeared in which a serious effort
was made to determine the cause of the increase in
grinding efficiency obtained when a small percent
of these various agents are added to the mill.
Several theories have been proposed to account
for the effect of addition agents with very little
experimental evidence to bear them out.
The most common theory advanced is that the balls
and the mill become charged with static electricity
of one sign, while the material being ground becomes
1. Pontoppldan, Carl. Improvement in Processes for
Grinding Cements, British Patent 283,091~
Jan. 5, 1928.
oppositely charged. 1 ,2 This theory could account for
the particles tending to cling to the mill and balls,
but if tllis happel1.ed tIle fine particles should be
deflocculated since they should all have the same charge.
Also, the mill in nearly every practical arransement
would be more or less perfectly grounded, so trlat any
charge built up on it should be immediately discharged
to ground. These facts would seem to make the static
electricity theory untenable.
Another theory is that a very thin film of mois-
"ture exists on the surface of the particles which
causes clinging.3 However in portland cement clinker
grinding a very small amount of moisture has been
1. Goddard, J. F. Improvements Relating to Processes
for Grinding Materials, B. Pat. No. 350,538,
June 12, 1931.
2. Rockwood, N.C. Aida to Clinker Grinding, Rock
Products, 42, 38, 1939.
3. Breyer, F. G. Fine Dry Gr~nding, u. S. Fatent
No. 1,985,076, Dec. 18, 1934.
found beneficial. l
A third hypothesis is that the coating is due to
rnecl1arlical irnpact witll0U t any accompanying electrical
effects. rl is is no doubt tru· a d is bourrle out by
ttl:.,. cllc"':.r~cteristics of the ball coat i!1€:: , but neverthe-
I-os cannot account for all t18 eff·eta of ~rinlin~
aids.
The explanation which seem to bear the sr atect
pro is _. is th':- t a c' a 15e ir the sU._~f~ce properties of
th - pEl "1ticler occur· as tlle particles . re ma,d.e i -
nr singly s ~all? , ~ nd it is th·is effect WI ich te let
to cause clin i ~ and fl ccu v. tio 1.2 If t' s is truG,
tile.1. rrri· r~irl~ aids are effective becaust) t"ley spread
u on the surface of the part·cl~s al so alter their
surface ch racteristics as t prevent t 10 floc-
culatio.. The grinding aids nov in favor are, for Lh~
Inost part, ttsurf~ce active, I ~ge' ts, so that tlleir
effect could be explained upon this basis. The
1. Bond, F. • and Agthe, F. T. Deleterious CoatiIlgs
of the ~edia in Dry Ball ~111ing, ~inlng
Technolog~, 4:T.P. 1160, March, 1940.
2. Rideal. Surface Chemistry, p. 170, Cambridge
University Press, 1926.
present work represents an attempt to study these
char~es in surface energy upon fine grinding and the
effect of addition agents upon this surface energy or
surface tension of the particles.
EXP~RlMENTAL METHODS
The experimental portion of this work consisted
of four parts:
1 •. TIle Grinding of the Clinker.
2. The seive analysis of the cement particles
greater than 74# (microns) in diameter
(-200 mesh).
3. The determination of the particle size
distribution of the -74~ material.
4. A stUdy of the interfacial tension of the
ground clinker.
1. The Grinding of the Portland Cement Clinker
The grinding of the clinker was carried out in a
steel ball. mill 12 inches in diameter and six inches
long. The mill was lined With seven semicircular
liners, equally spaced, of one and one-half inches
radius.
The ball charge consisted of 1r·on balls; 5 pounds
of 0118 inch balls, 5 pounds of 3/4 inch balls, and
5 pounds of 5/8 inch balls. TIle mill was driven -by
an electric motor, and the averaGe mill speed was
51.5 revolutions per lninute.
The clinker charge consisted of 1000 grams or
2.16 pounds of clinker. This is a weight r~tio of
balls to charge of 6.95 to 1.
The ball and clirlker charge used, as well as
the mill s~eed, had already been established as the
conditions for 6reatest efficiency for this p~rticular
ml11. 1
It has been found that a weight ratio of 6 to 1
of balls to charge most nearly meets commercial
cond1tions,2 but this ratio was modified as noted
above to get greater efficiency from the mill.
The feed consisted of a portland cement clinker
supplied by the l\iiissouri Portland Cement Company,
St. Louis, Missouri, and its chemical analysis '\'faa
as follows:
~----~-------~-----~-~~-~~~~-~-------------~~--~--
1. DeVaney, F. D. Private Communication, U. S.
Bureau of Mines, Rolla,Mo.
2. Kennedy, H. L. Private Oommunication,- Dewey and








The clinker vias cr-us!led so that it all passed
a 4 mesh Tyler screen, and a screen analysis of the
resulting product gave the following average size
distribution:
Tyler Screen Screen Per cent.













Specific Surface 22 Gram
The number of revolutions of the mill necessary
to give a substantial ball coatirig was determined to
be 3100 revolutions when" no addition 'agent was used.
The pr1ocedure, in all the regular runs, corlsisted of
grinding the clinker for 3100 revolutions with vary-
ing percentages by weight of each of the addition
agents. A number of runs without addition agerlts
were made for control purposes.
The following is a list of the addition agents
























































In the case of the waste sulphite liquor residue,
the residue was obtained by evaporating the liquor to
dryness on a sand bath and powderin5 the residue. This
was then added in the dry state to the clinker by weigh-
ing out the required amount and thoroughly mixing it with
the clinker to be ground.
The II TDAu used is a product of the Dewey and Almy'
Chemical Company, Cambridge, Massachusetts. It was
sprinkled on tlle clinker and thorougllly mixed with it.
The Twicllells Reagent 145 D and the D. P. Acid
!J1ix are product s of Emery Industries, I!lC., Cine i!lnati,
Ohio, and were added in solution i11 an a.ppropriate
solvent and handled in the same manner as the TDA.
The Vinylite Resin used was a product of the Car-
bid e and Carbon Chemicals Corpol~ation, arid vias added
in the dry state.
In all cases where a liquid solvent was used,
the solvent was completely evaporated before the
clinker was Ground in or0.cr to be sure t118,t tile sol-
vent itself vtas not corltrlbutin5 to the effect ob-
tained.
The temperature of the mill in all the regular
runs was room temperature, or 'approximately 27°0.
A few special I'uns were' made at higher temperatures,
11
and one run of 15,000 revolutions was made with an
exact amount of very pure oleic acid, to determine
when ball c08,tlrJt; cornrnenced \vhen tl1.is ao.dl tlon agent
was used.
2. Seive Analysis of the Ground C11ru(cr
After each batch was ground for ~lDO revolutions
of t11e mill, 1 t vias removed from the mill and a 500
gram sample was taken and selved on a Rotap machine
for 25 minutes. The screens were cleaned and all
the +200 mesh material was then rescreened for 10
minutes in order to make sure a good separation had
been obtained.
Tyler screens of the following sizes were used:
6, 12, 20, 32, 42, 65, 100, 150, and 200 mesh. The
portion on each screen, and all that passing 2CC mesh,
was weighed and the cornbined +200 and the -200 mesh
material stored in separate containers.
The -200 mesh material was t~oroushly ffiixed, and
a 50 gram sample was taken on which the particle size
distribution was obtained down to particles of 5
microns in diameter.
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3. Determirmt10n of Particle Size of -200 Mesh Material
The size distribution of tlle -200 mesh material
was obtained by use of a Bouyoucos hydrometer. The
procedure for the use of the Bouyoucos hydrometer is
well standardized for the particle size determination
of soils and similar materials. 1 ,2,3,4 It is customary
to use water as the suspending medium 'in soil size
det9rminatlons. As cement particles hydrate rapidly
in water it was necessary to find some other suitable
suspension medium.
Likewise, the hydrometer can only be used to
measure specific gravities between 0.995 and 1.05 and
a liquid whose density was in this ranbe was needed.
1. \iintermyer, A. M. at ale Procedul-1es for the Test-
ing of S011s. Public Roads, 12, 197 (1931).
2. Thoreen, R. C. Comments on the Hydrometer Method
of Mechanical Analysis. Public Roads, 14, 93 (1933).
3 • Tentative Method of I~echanical Analysis of Soils
A. S. T. M. Designation p 422-38T Issued 1935,
reVised, 19.38•
. 4. Heinz, C. E. Rapid Sub-Selve Size Determination.
Rook Products, ~9, 50~ ~ov. 1936.
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It became evident that a mixture of two organic liquids
would be needed. After a study of the liquids avail-
able, a mixture of benzene and carbon tetrachloride was
selected as the most suitable. In addition to siving
the correct specific gravity, the vapor pressures of
the two liquids are approximately the same over l~rge
ranGes in temperature. Thus the composition of the
mixture would not change materially on long standing.
The viscosity of the mixture was somewhat lower than
that of water, but not enough so as to materially
affect the basis of the method.
The mixtures were made up by measuring 820 cc. of
benzene into a container and adding approximately
180 cc. of carbon tetrachloride or until the specific
gravity of the solution was 1.000 +.03 at 25° c.
Several liters were made up at a time and the viscosity
of each mixture determined by the Ostwald viscosimeter.
The specific gravity of the liquid was determined before
each size determination.
The procedure for the size determination was as
follows: fifty grams of the cement to be tested was
placed in a 600 cc. beaker with 20C cc. of the suspend-
ing liquid. Ten drops of oleic acid were added as a
dispersing agent, and the mixture etirredfor 5 minutes
14
by a stirrer operating at 700 R. P. M. After dispersion
the mixture was poured into a liter graduate containing
600 cc. of the suspending liquid, and then enough
additional liquid added until t11e graduate was filled to
the 1000 co. mark. The suspension was tI1.en thoroughly
agitated for one minute, placing the hand over the top
and shaking the suspension.
As aoon as the agitation was complete, a stop
watch was started and the graduate was placed in a
thermostat held at 25° C. which had a temperature re-
gulation of +0.1° C. Readings on the hydrometer, in
grams per liter, were taken at settling times of 0.5,
1, 2, 4, 8, 15, 25, 35, 45, and 60 minutes, or until
the sample had completely settled out of the range of
the hydrometer.
The hydrometer was inserted in the suspension"30
seconds before a reading was to be taken, and was re-
moved immediately after taking the reading. The
particles clinging to the hydrometer were always re-
moved before the next reading was taken.
After the proper correction for the variation in
the specific gravity of the benzene-carbon tetrachloride
had been made, a plot of hydro·mete~ reading (corrected)
versus time of settling was made on ,891111;0&," papa.:r,
15
Curv es calculated from Stokes' Law1 wer ~ plott -··d on tIle
same paper. From the intersectio s of these curves
the percentage of the particles finer than any riven
size was calculated.
4. Method of Solid-Liquid Interfacial Tension
Determinations
The determinations of the chanS8 in 1nterfacl&1
tension caused by grindin6 aids added were entirely
qualitati've in nature, inasmuch as a satisfactory
quantitative method for the determination of the
surface tension solids or solid-liquid interfacial
tension has not yet been developed.
The method used is that developed by Hofman
and Reinders. 2 ,3,4
1. Badger and McCabe. Elements of Ohemical Engineer~
16
ing, p. 573 (Second Ldition).
Hill Book Company, 1936.
ew York. MeGraw-
2. Reinders, A. Distribution of A Suspended Powder
Between Two Solvents. Zeit. Koll. Cl1em. 13, 235 (1913).
3. Hofman, F. B. Experiments on Wetting. Zeit.
Phys. Chern. 83, 385, (1913).
4. Rideal, R. K. "SurfaceChemlstry.t1 London,
Cambridge U. Press, 1926, 336p.
The procedure consisted of addir~ a small amount
of two immiscible liquids to a test tube, and then
addin5 approximately 0.1 gram of the solid whose
solid-liquid interfacial tension was to be determined.
The test tube was closed and vigorously shaken until
the solid was thorouGhly dispersed in both liquids.
The test tube was then allowed to stand for a very
short time and the position of the solid was observed;
that is, whether it was in one of the two liquids, or
at the interface between the two. From the position
of the solid, using the relations developed by Hofman
and Reinders, conclusions as to trle relative surface
tension of the solid were drawn.
The -200 mesh material of the various samples
was the solid used in each determination. The various
liquid combinations used were as follows:
Glycerol-carbon tetrachloride, glycerol-chloro-
form, glycerol-benzene, glycol-carbon tetrachloride,
glycol-benzene, glycol-etl_er, water-berlzerle, viater-




Observations of the degree of ball coatin were
made on each sample as it was r~movGd from the ball
mill, and these observations are included under
remarks for the various samples. No attempt was
made to measure the relative ball and mill eating
when the various samples were ground, as this did
not seem practicable.
A noticeable difference in the "fluidity" of
the sample could be observed as the samples were
removed from the mill, but here again no measure
of this property was· attempted, except in a
qualitative manner~ Tbis property would seem to
be well worthwhile investigating.
l' • Seive Analysis of' tlle Ground Clinker.
The seive anlaysis of the +150 mesh ·materi 1
was essentially tr.l.8 SE.I e for all tIle salaples, and
only varied in tl e amounts on tl1.e 200 I1esll screen
and t16 amount passing the 200 mesh screen. To
show that tl1is is tr~ue, tlle follow'irlg table includes
the seive an lysis of several repr~sentative samples.
TABLE I
Desc:rir:tioIl
of sample. 1 er cent of 881J.ple on screen.
ME"~IH 6 12 20 28 32 42 65 1 o· 150
Jo addition
agent 0.5 0.6 0.2 O. 1 o•1 a•1 1 .0 1 .3 t7.8
0.25% D. P.
..cid 1ffix 0.7 0.6 o•1 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.6 1 • O·
0.45% TD~ 1.25 0.8 o. 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.6
o.0 5/0 1"'vif'ich.
Reag. 145D 1.0 0.5 O. 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 O. 1 .. 0.4 0.7
No a r di tion.
agent 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.0 O. 1 0.3 0.7 3.0
1 .0 () aste
s. L. Res. l.O 0.6 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 .7
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2 • Calibration of tIle lIydroIneter
The Bouyoucos hydrometer is grrduated to read
grruns of solid ~er liter of liquid for solids of a
SI)8C ific gr·avi ty of 2. 65 and \v8.ter at 67°F. To use
cerrlent of a s.~)ecific gravi t:y' of 3. 10 and a caT~l)orl
tetrachloride mixture at 25°0, a correction had to be
applied to all the hydrometer readings.
rr1lle correctiorl for tliis v&ria tion ill the sJ~ecific
gravity of~ trle liq.uid was arrived at by ilIliners~Lrlg the
hydrometer in the liquid used when it w~s at 25°C and
determining the deviation from the zero mark on the
llydroHleter. T11is correction was designated as LlR,
and varied betvv'een zero and 3.0 for tIle mixtures used.
The correction for the variation in the specific
grsvity of the soli~ can be shown to be given by the
eq.uation: 1
2.65 - 0.997 3.10
a _. ------------- x ------------ (1)
2.65 3.10 - 0.997
The figure 3.10 is the specific gravity of the
cement as determirled by tIle Le Chatlier apparatus.
~ was found to be 0.924 for the materials used.
1. Tentative Method of Mechanical Analysis of Soils
A. S. T. M. Tentative Standards D 422-38T (1938)
2
I{nowirlg (1, the percentag;e firler tIlan a given size,
P, can be calculated by the equation:
21
P == 100 x
H. (1
(2)
where H is tlle corrected hydrometer rea~ding, R + tJ1.
3. Calculation of Stolces' Lavv Curves
According to Stokes' Law the time necessary for
free settling of spherical particles suspended in a
liq,uid medium can be calculated from the expression:
T
30 L n
--_ ...~---_ .... _...... _-
g (ds-dl) D2
( 3)
T tilue of settling irL Ininutes
L distance settled in c erl tillleters
g t11e acceleration of gravity, cm./sec. 2
d = tIle density of tIle solid, gm./cc.s
d1= the density of the liquid, gm./cc.
D the diameter of the ,particles in millen1eters
n the viscosity of tne liquid in poises.
In order to cornbine tl18 curves derived from this
equation with the curve obtairled f~rom a plot of 11yd-
rOlneter re~:ldirlg versus time of settlirlg , it was
necessa.r'y to make so'me a.ssUInption as to the distance
of settlins, L, corriespond.ing to a siven hydromet"er
readin ~.
It is evident that if particles of various sizes
are agitated 111 a liquid and t11en the sllspensi on allowed
to settle quietly, the large particles will settle a
given distance in a short time while smaller particles
will settle a progressively shorter distance in the
same time. Thus, after a sbort time, the density of
the suspension would progressively increase with
increasing distance from the surface of the suspension.
The hydrometer will, of course, measure the average
densi ty of the sus pens iorl over tIle depth it is irn-
mersed. If we suppose that we have an even size
distribution, or nearly so, then the average density
of the suspr~nsion effective on the hydrometer would
be represented by the density of the suspension at a
point one half the distance from the tip of the
hydrometer bulb to tIe surface of the liquid.
Therefore the correct distarlce of settlirJ.5, L,
to be substituted in the Stokes' Law equation and to
be used in combination with the hydrometer reading
was ass~med to be one half the distance from a given
hydrometer graduation to the tip of the bulb.
'The viscosity at 25° C. of the benzene-carbon
tetrachloride solution was determined to be 0.00593
22
poises by use of the Q·stwalci viscosiraeter. ITo a.~p-
preciable change could be noted even after rerebtsd
si e analyses usirlg tIle sarne liq.uid.




STO 8' LA' D T I PO' rn'J.iLw IYDR T"Trl UoED
llyd. TtL" T, 3ettlirg tirne ill TIlinutes for I)art-









17.9 0.29 0.4-4 o. 50 0.63 o•77 0.98
16.2 0.22 0.34- 0.39 0'.48 0.60 0.76
12.7 0.20 0.31 0.36 0.45 0.55 0.70
9.4 0.15 0.2) 0.26 0'.33 0.41 o. 52
35tL 30p; 25ft 20ft 15j.t 10j.t 7.5ft
17.9 1.30 1.7 2.5 3.9n 6.9 15.7 27.9
l6.2 1.00 1.4 2.0 3.1 5.5 12.2 22.0
12.7 0.91 1.2 1.8 2.8 5.0 11.1 19.8
9.4- 0.67 0.92 1.3 2.1 3,7 8.24 14.6
4. DeteI~minatiorl of "'?article fize D,istribution
Curves representing the data in qble number
II were ~lotted on sen.ilog a )er and are 81ow'n as
tIle slarlting lines in iguJ.~e 1.
J?lots" of} versus T lere nlade 011 t'le same
slleet i~or eacl1 sam1Jle. Two suc11 are r-"epresentecl on
-gure 1.
The value of H at bn intersection with the Stokes'
Law' curve for a given par~ticle si ze "vas sU_bsti tuted
in Equation (2) in or er to calculate tte er cent
of tJle ')articles finer than that size.
Table number III shows the summation of the cal-




- eLE 81'- E 'IS 'RIEUTI -'1" OF -200
.£ :' H ERIAL
escripti on of a,ample: ground ~lOO ravolutions in
mill, no addition agent.
=: 3.0 a. = 0.924
R Hyd. T, Sette H oorr. P, f~_ner D·, art., ,
Rs,ad. t,iJue (min. ) hyde read. than, size, p.
41 0.5 44.0 93 50
34 .. 5 l.O 37.5 91 55
27.5 2.0 30.5 87 50
~3.0 4.0 G6,.O 83 4 5
14 __ ~i 8.0 1.7.5 78.6 4,0
10.5 10.0 l3&5 73 55
3.8 15.0 6 ..8 67.5 30
1..5 2,0.0 4.5 60 25







DE °1RVrr T TION OF P R rOLE 81'
SH TERllU..
Sf RIBUTI OF 2.00
Description or sample: ground 310 revolutions in
mill, 0.25 by eight of D. P. Aaid Mix
== 1.2 a == o. 9'24
, Hyd. T. Sett. H, carr. P, finer t part.
Read. time (mill. ) Hyd. read. t,han. siz.e, p.
45 0.5 46 95~O
38.5 1.0 40 92.0 55
32.0 2.0 33 90.5 50
24.7 4.0, 26 87.0 45"
20.5, .• 0 22 83.,0 40
18.5 8.0 G 78.0 55
13.5 l5.0 l5, 72.0 30
ll.• O 25.0 12 64.0 25
8.0 40. 9 54.0 20




5. Determination of the Specific Surface of the
-200 ash aterial
It can easily be shown that the S·. ecific surface
of the fraction of a mate ial bet e n t 0 dif. erent
particle diameters can be given by the folIo ing ex-







'f' = the spec'fic surface in cm. 2 /f!}Jl .. of the fr1:iction
of the sam' 18 whose average particle diameter is
Dav •
p =: th.e density of the material in gm./co.
Dav •== the average .. aI1 t i cle diamete-r in am.. of the
-'ivan fraction.





= the portion of the specific surface in cm. 2/gm.
of the entire s(mple aontributed by the fraction
corres orldirl to the .-qarcentage !:»S
- the perce.nta[,e of the sam'_le whose particle diam-
eter 1.8 '. v.
The,n. ~' wi.l,l bel the spe cifi c surf r ce of
the entire sample.
It will be noted, however, that a given sam" Ie
will have a few particles whose diameter is of almost
molecl~lar dimensions. Iherefore the term ft will
be a stati stical one Si1.1Ce it a~::)Bumes that there is
no a preciable percent&ge of the Jarticles finer than
an arbitrLry finite size.
Fr'om some long settling time determillations t this
minimu..-m size was :found to be t a micr'ons in most cases,
al thou.gh there were a few samples where there was no
aJ. ';-:reciable fraction of the material finer than 5 jL.
The term, is used to iIldicate the pa. tiole
si e range taken for a given fraction. The term,
, is tb.en self eX~)lanatory
able IV represents the com,.. lete. calculatioI1S
for the -200 mesh rna t er ial for th.e saIne sarrJ.1jles
shown in ~able II •
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TABLE IV
CALCULATION" OF THE SPECIFIC SURF CE OF T r -200 MESH
~TERIAL
Descri:ption of sample: ground 3lQO rev. , no addfn agent
D,p p,% finer D13'idi .llD h:3!till :r bA.
7~ lOO .......~ iIioiI> •
0
6.0 93 ?".o 14 0.5 290 20
55 91 2.0 5 0.4 336 7
50 87 4.0 5 0.8 369- l5
45 8·3" 4.0 5- 0.8 407 16,
4.0 78.f5 4.5 5 O.Q 456 20
35 73 5.5 5 l.1 516, 28
30 67.5 5.5 5 ~.1. ·5 33
25 60. 7.5 5 1.5 ?Q5. 5~
20 52 8.0' t) ~.6 860 6\l
15· 39.5 12.5 5 2.5 lilO 15$1
lO l2 27.5 5· 5.5 1550 42.&
7.5 5.0 7.0 Z.5 2.8 222.0 155
5.0 0.0 5.0 2.5 2..0 ~.lOO 155
Specific surf'aca ;;;;;A == 113~
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TABL IV ~continued}
C.ALCUL T ON" OF BE S:" ECIF C SURFACi OF THE -200 SH
r~[t I.AL
Descri.ption of sam..ple: ground 3100 rev. in mill,
0 6 25" ' by weight o'f D. P. A.cid Mix
D, P. P, o~ filler , ~/&J r M
74 1.00 ........ ..~~ ....-...
60 95 5.0. 14 0.3,& 2, ' 15
55 92 3.0 5 0.6 336 a
50, 90.5 1.6 5 0.3 3b9 7
45 8·7 3.5 5 0.7 407 14
40 83 4~O 5. 0.8 4.56 18
35 78 5.0 5 1.0 1516 2
30 72 6.0 5 1.2. 595 56
25' Q4 8.0 5 1.• 6 705 55
20 54 10.0 5 2.0 850 8'·6
l5 43 11.0 5 2.2 lIlO 122
10 29.5 13,.5 5 2.7 l550 209
7.5 23.0 6.5 2.5 2.5 222.0 144
3.75 6. 17.5 3 75 4.55 3450 58?
0.0 0.0 6.0 3.75 1.6 9560 580
Speci:tic surface ..... ;: l 06
6. Comparison o,f p'artiale Si.ze Measurements Made
Wi'th Hydrome·tar to Those Determi.ned Ex. the
Wagner TU.rbidime,t.er.
To determine if all the assumptions that were
made were valid., at;. ~6a8t on a comparitive basis, a
cement sam')le from the Missouri '·ortland Cernent
Comp'any' which had been sized by the Wagner (I urbidi-
meter,l,2 was sized by the hydrometer method•
.Also, a sample groun4 in the laboratory" and.
containing a .15~ by weight T .• upon which a Ilyd-
rometer' Sl.ze determination had b'6sn made. was s.ized
by the turbidimeter method by the ~ssouri Portland
C6ment Company. Inasmuch as the turbidimeter method
is the accepted standard for the sizing or suo-eeive
cement a com~arison of the results obtained by the
~. Wagner. L. W. A Rapid Method. for the Determination
of the Specifio Surface of" Portland. Cements.
A. S. T. M. Proe. 33 (II~: 555,(1933)
2 • A.. S. • M. 'ranta tiva Standards. C 1l6-34T (1935)
FinEan.es S of'"' Fortl.and Cement by Me,us. o:f the
'furbidimeter.
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t\\fO method,s is a good ir1dication. of t,he reli~3.bility
of the hydrometer method. Table V shows comparative
analyses on two different sffillples.
T LE V
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cal" ill sorT OF P ARrI - CLE SIZ ~ 1TH
HYDROME '~1T AN'D WITH \i AGNER r"'URBIDI [ETEt-
De scripti.on of sample: sarn~)le obtained from the











































COrvITJARISON OF PARTICLE SIZE MEASURElvJENTS OBTAIl\JltD vVr1H
RYDR01llETER PJJD lulITH AGNER TURBIDI:rvml1Jm
Descripti~)n of sa-m~ple: sample ground in laboratory
with 0.15% TDA.
Particle %Finer % Finer Deviation ( r~)
Size ( Jt) (~Vagner ) (Hydrometer)
74 100
60 92.5 92.5 0.0
55 91 90 -1.0
50 87 85 -2.0
45 82 79.5 -2.5
40 77.5 76 -1.5
35 72 70 -2.0
30 64.5 63.5 -1.0
25 53 57 +4.0
20 44 49 +-5.0
15- 35 38 +3.0
10 2"6-- 26 0.0
7.5 20 18.5 -1.5
3pecific Surface (Wagner) = 1660 2/em. gm.
f1
"




An inspection of the results obtained with the
Wagner Turbidimeter and the hydrometer SllOW' a small
deviation in most ca.ses, wi th a nlaxirnurn deviation in
one case of +5%. However, this ~s not the actual
error involved inasmucll as the turbidiro.eter is only
considered accurate to + 3.0%1. Duplicate determinations
wi tIl tl18 l1ydrometer vvere made on several sarnples and
w'ere found to agree within the same limi ts, + 3 .0%.
7- Qualitative Interfacial Tension Measurements.
Table VI represents all the data relative to
solid-liquid interfacial tensions for all the SWW1es
tested. The follow'ing symbols are used:
8, Surface tension of solid.
S2 Surface tension of the most organic or
non-polar liquid used.
S3 Surfaoe terlsion of the most polar liquid.
31- 2- Solid-nonpolar liquid interfacial tension.
82-3- Liauid-li uid interfacial tension.
51-)- Solid-polar liquid interfacial tension.
It can be shown that the following relations
hold: 2
1. Wagner, L. A. Private Communication
2. Rideal, E. K. Surfa.ce Chemistry. London, Ca.m-
bridge U. Press, pl?l, 1926.
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If S ) '31'.-3 + 3 2-3 the solid goes to liouid 31-2
n 8 1 - 3 ,) 3 1 - 2 +. 8 2 -3
n u n n n 2
n C1 >8 1 - 2 ...
."""'t ff Tt U tf tile interfaoe.~2-3 ul-3
TABLE VI
Descriution Li uid No. LiQuid No. ~osition of
of sample 2 .3 solid
No add'n age eC2H5) 20 Glycol Glycol
n H n CIfel) tf ref
n 1t ''l ( C2H 5) 20 Glycerol Glycerol
ff n H CF Cl n
"J
11 f1 n
°61I6 ater" 1 ater
n ff n CCILy Glycol Glycol
o•Lyif0 DPA CCl4- Glycerol C014 ( gly-
cerol aft r
standing. )
o. 50'~ T. R.
145D OBel) Glycol Glycol
sarne as above CC14 Glycol interface
n ft u eel Glycerol Glycerol4
Tt tt 1ft CHC13
u
"
n T1 1rt C6H6 Glycol interface
u ft T1 C6H6 Glycerol Glycerol
tt
"
t' C6H6 Vlater C6I16
t"
"
n ( C2H 5) 20 Vvater interfece
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o 5°1 T. R. T1• /0
( IJet. etl18I" sol'n
0.05% T. R.
·CC14 solIn.
o• 5% vv. u. L • R."



































1. ~elative Effectiveness of Addition Agents at
Different F~neness Levels.
In order to detennine the relative effectiveness
of the various addition agents at different fineness
levels, plots of per cent per micron (6S/~D) versus
particle size in microns ~ere made. Figure 2 sho~s
these plots for tvvo sam~ples. An inspectioll of' JJ'igure
2 SllOVS tllat tIle use of grindirlg aids c11anges t116
size dis tr~ibutio11 of tIle "arati,cle s fifler than 200
mesh or 74P in diameter. Thus the samlle ground with
O.25}~ 'by vveiL~lJ.t of D. I). ~~cid rvIi~,_ sho1Jved t'lat tIle
lar68st fraction of the material fell between the
7.5~ and the 3.75~ sizes as compared to a peak betweeR
lOll and 15JL paI~ticle diameters for no addition agent.
This effect was nui te cllaracter-istic of all tIle addi tiOll
a€;S11 ts used althOUg,11 tllel-'e we s, of course, a ve..r-iatioIl
of t118 aIllount and position of t11is ·,eak.
This effect can also be shown by a plot of the
per cent :riner than a given pa-rticle size versus tIle
per cent of addition agent by weight. This is done
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The t:hree addition a~sents shown WdI"e cllosen inas-
TUll'ch as tIle:,T vver~e relJresentative, and the otllers used
fell so close to tllese as to confl1se tl" e data. The
plots IUctde :iIl l i1 i g11re 3A Eind 3B g,ui -te clearly s~now TDA
to be tIle rnost effecti"ve ill irlcreasing tIle 81I1011nt
filler t11arl tIle r14J.L and 40j.t ~partiole diarne-ters, "but
Figure 30 shows D. P. Acid Mix to De the most ef-
fective ir1 l)roduci.Ilg a larger alflo-unt of tJ.16 -15J.l
sizes. III feet, this l-~rOpel..ty of DPA as well as
Tvvicllell t s Reagent in lJetroleurn etllel' sol'utiC)Il 1)80011168
everl rnore 1jl~OnOl1nced. as the paJ~ticle size is de-
creased.
l,t will be noticed tl1ut a rnaxtnlurrl is reaclled irl
eacll case w'itIl tIle v'fas te Su1plli te Liq.uor Residue,
(abbrl 8viated WSLR) , but tllis is 110t tIle result for
the -15# })articles Vvllen TDA and D:Pf are used. These
results vvould seenl to bear out tIle tl160ry that t118
addition c-1gent s~'Jre&ds UI)OIl tIle surface of tl18 .J:°art-
icles .produced. The i/\f3LR VJ8S added dry and tlluS would
be limi ted in its SIJ!"eCidillg ~qovvela, llenoe a nluxirnurn.
irl tl1is curve in eacll caBe. T116 otllsr materials,
which were applied in solution and the solvent evap-
oIlated, vvould be mucll more widely dispersed and hence
cou_ld more easily spread onto the finer particles.
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It seems probable that all these curves would reach
a rnaxilnurn; but for the -15p., mat rial t'he maximUlTl vlould
occur at a mUC!1 lligher !?ercentage of addition agent.
p_I)parently, the tunOu11t of' addi tiOIl agerlt to be used
should be governed to some extent by the particle
size range desired in the product.
2. Comparison of Various Addition Agents Used.
As a determination of tIle relative efficiency
or grinding without addition agents and with varying
percentages of various addition agents, the specifio
surface o1~ t118 entire sanlpla was calculated for each
sample by the equation:
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( ) (~ '.~"If. )+ 100-P <:~
10+1(
( 6)
Table VII shows the specific surface of all
tIle s81n.pl'es ground in the l,aboratory, tIle regular
runs being for 3100 revolutions in t11e mill at 27°C,
and the special runs as described in the table.
Figure 4 is a grapical representation of the
same data, except tIle special 118uted runs and the
lon'g r'uns of 15,000 revolutions are T10t plotted.
TABLE VII
Sl)ECI~'IC SUlTI'l\CE OF CLINKEli. GROUND 3100 ItEVOLUTI NS
IN BALL MILL




-200 mesh 76 68
Spec. Sur.












-2'00 mesll matt 1.
Spec. Sur. of
total $p'le.
{aste SUlphite Liquor Res:LQ.\l~
0.06 0.125 0.2'5 o. 5 1.0
77.3 77.0 90.1 95.0 92.8
978 1157 1390 1800 1700
810 940 1280 1720 1600
Addition Agent--. TDA (157b w'ater sQl\ltion)
0" Add'n Agent 0.075 0.15 0.30 0.45,0
%sp'le -200 rHe 811 88.5 95.5 94.0 94.6
S·pec. Sur. of
-200 mesh Wat'l. 1200 1680 1360 1560
Speo. Sur. of
total $p'le. 1065 1610 1280 1475
TABLE VIr (continued)
Sl)ECIJPIC SUID'.L~CE O:B-" CLII·1KER GROUND .3100 REVOLUTI01TS
I~J Bl\LL MILL
Addition Agent--D. P. Acid Mix (Benzen, solution)
%Add'n Agent 0.06 0.125 0.25 0.4
%sp'le. -200 mesh 87.5 91.6 89.5 92~7




total sp'l~. 1090 1300 .. 1730 1690
Addition ~gent--TwichellfsReagent (0014 sol~tionJ
%Add'n. Agent 0.05 0.2 0.5
%sp'le. -200 mesh 82.0 90.2 88.5
Spec. Sur. of
-200 mesh mat'l. 1335 1380 1460
Spec. Sur. of
total ~p'le. 1135 12'60 ,1)15
Addition 11.gBnt-- Twic11s11 t s :B.e(;lgent ( Pet. ether 801' n)
%Add'n Agent 0.056 0.125 0'.336 0.5 O.25(AS REC'D)
%sp'le. -200 mesh 87.5 85.5 89.1 79.2 (75.0)
Spec. Sur. of
-200 me sh Dlattl. 1780· 1029 1850 1840 (1210)
Spec. Sur. of
total sp'le. 1590 910 . 1675 1510 (' 960)
TABLE VII (contirrued)
SP'ECIAL RUI\JS
Description of samI,le: 3100 revolutions of mill,
o
average temperature of mill, 109 C, 0.2% T.R.145D(CC14so1'n)
%passing 200 mesh--77.0, Specific Surface of -200
mesh material--1450, Specific Surface of total sili~ple
1200.
Description of sample: 3100 revolutions of mill,
average tenl]~el~8.tux·e of' Inill, 101DC, 0.15% TD.i\..
%passing 200 rnesh--88.0, Specific Surface of -200
mesh material--1822, Spec. Sur. of total $ample--1605
Description of uample: 15,000 revolutions of mill,
0.2% oleic acid (benzene solution)
%passing 200 mesh--99.0, Specific Surface of -20' mesh
material--2540, Spec. Sur. of total sample--2520.
Descril)tion of sarnple: 15 ,000 revolutions of l!lill,
no addition agent.
%passing 200 mesh--91.0, Specific Surface of -200
mesh material-~1940, Spec. Sur. of total sample--1785.
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Since the specific surface of the total sample
after r rinding is a measure of t e grindirl· ·effi-·
cierlcy, then Table o. VII and Figure 4- may be
interpreted as showing the increase in efficiency
obtained by the use of grinding aids. otice that
the highest specific sUl'lface obtained wi th a grind-
ing aid, D. P. Acid vlix, \ hich is about 1730 cm. 2 j m.,
is almost twice that obtained when the clinKer was
ground the same number of revolutions with no grind-
ing aid present.
One of the unexpected things shown by the curves
is the tremendous effect of the solvent used in the
case of Twitchell's reagent even though it was oom-
pletely evaporated before grinding. When carbon
tetrachloride was used as the solvent for Twichell's
rea en4 the maximum specific surface obtained was
about 1320. For tre same amount of this reagent in
petroleum ether solutlo~the cement had a specific
surface of 1520, and a aximum of 1680 for a much
smaller amount. Evldenay the solvent affects the rate
of increase in the specific surface as well as the
maximum specific surface obtained.
To further stUdy this effect, one sample of
olinker was ground wi t·h Twichell f s Reagent added
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as received, using no solvent whatev er. .li. specific
surface was obtained of 960 compared to 1280 for a
0014 solution and 1700 for a petroleum ether solution
of the same amount of the reagent.
It will be noted that all the curves in Figure 4
tend to reach a maximum, indicating that af"ter a
certain critical amount of each of the addition
agents is added, an actual decrease in grinding
efficiency occurs upon the addition of a larger
amount of grinding aid. This phenOmena!l was also
exhibited when zinc blende was 3round with varing
amounts of oleic acid according to the results of
Breyer. l
All these results tend to indicate that there
are two eff'ect.s that tend to increase 5rinding effi-
ciency. It was noted in all cases that with an in-
creasinG amount of addition agent that the balls and
mill sides were increasingly cleaner and more pol-
ished with increasing amounts of addition agents.
It was also noted visually that the "fluidityff of
the sample began to decrease after a given amount
1. Breyer, F. G. Fine Dry Grinding. U. S. Patent
No. 1,985,076. Dec. 18, 1934.
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of the grinding aids had been used. Also it was noted,
although a quantitative measurement was not made, that
when srinding aids were used an increase in the fine-
ness of the product occurred at a fewer number of mill
revolutions than would correspond to the formation of
a ball coatinb when no addition agent was used. This
seems to indicate that part of the effectiveness of
grirldirlg aid.s 1s something other than a reduction of
ball Coati11g.
Tllese observations and the curves in Figure 4
seem to indicate that·the addition agent spreads on
the surface of the cement particles and disperses
them until a certain critical thickness of the film
of addition agents is obtained. Then excess amounts
of the agent will coagulate the fine particles al-
ready produced and an apparent decrease in grinding
efficiency occurs even though the balls ar,e kept
cleaner. This is more fully discussed ~nder the
section entitled Theory.
Further corlfirmation of the conclusion that
some of the addition agents spread on the surface
of the cement is obtained when comparing the re-
sults obtained with Waste Sulphite Liquor Residue
and. the other agents used. The WasteSulph1te
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Liquor Residue waL added in the dry state. It can
be seen from Figure 4 that its maximum affect comes
when a mucl.l. greater amount o:f this agent has b':;en
added than for any of the other agents shown. This
may be due to the impurity of the material in part,
but is more probably due to the decreased spreading
power of the agent when added dry- As already men-
tioned, the Twichell's Reagent was also more effec-
tive when added in solution than when added as receiv-
ed, and. likevlise had a greater effectiveness wrlen
added in petroleum ether solution than when in 0014-
No difference was noticed in the degree of ball
coating, however, no matter how the TWichell's Re-
agent was addec1, as lOIlg as the amount added was tl1e
same.
The two satisfactory heated runs were made with
0.2% Twichell's Reagent at an average temperature
of 109 0 C., and with O.15~ TDA at an average temper-
ature of 1010 C. These samples show specific sur-
faces or 1200 cm2/gm and 1605 cm2/gm, respectively.
Each of these are lower than for the corresponding
amount of addition at room temperature as showrl on
Figure 4. It should be pointed out, however, that
these results may be misleading_ They apparently
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show a decrease in efficiency at hiSh temperatures,
but they actually may show an increase since the
maximum effectiV811ess may come at a smaller per-
centage of addition agent owing to the increased
spreading power of the agent at hiSh temperatures.
The results obtained from the interfacial
terlsion measurements are, perhaps, not alto "ether
conclusive, but again seem to lend additional con-
firmation to the spreadin6 theory.
Table 'Jo. VI can be summed up by the statement
that all of the samples ground without addition
agents and those ground with the addition of SLR
and TDA will go to the polar liquid, (water, glycol,
etc.).
On the other hand those ground with DPA,
TWichell's Reagent, or oleic acid may go to the
pol~r liquid, the non-pol~r liquid, or to the inter-
face, depending upon the amount of addition agent
present and upon the liqui(is used for the det("rmin-
ation. In nearly every case where the sample first
went to the non-pol&.r liquid or to the interf"ace, it
would return to the polar liquid upon shakin~ the
test tube containing the ,liquids after the sample
had remained in contact with th m for a period of
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time.
According to Rideal1 , the state of agbregation
or particle size rnay affect the distribution of tIle
solid. To determine if this was causing the change
in the position of the materials with addition agents~
present, tests were made on a sample ground for 15,000
revolutions without addition asents. The results
were the same as with those of lower specific surface
without addition agents.
Likewise, the presence of an impurity may so
change the liquid-liquid interfacial tension as to
affect the distribution of the solid.2 However, the
addition of up to 2 drops of oleic acid to the liquids
and then. placing a sample in the liquld.s did not
change its distribution from that when no oleic acid
was present. A greater amount of oleic acid did,
however. In no case was the amount of addition a ent
equivalent to 1 drop of oleic acld--O.5 mg was the
maximum amount present 'in the 30 co. of liquids used--
1. Rideal, E. Ii. "Surface Chemistry." Lo ldoll,
Cambrid.ge U. Press, 1926, p. 170.
2. Rideal, E. K. fl Surf"ace Chemistry". London,
Cambridge U. Press, 1926, p. 171.
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so this possib11ty seems to have been avoided.
The fact that no change in the position of the
samples containing dSLR and TDA was observed does not
indicate that no change in the surface properties
occurred when these agents are used. Since the only
polar liquids available easily wet particles of both
these agents no change would be expected when these
liquids were used.
The results that were obtained for the DPA
and the Twichell's ReaGent, considerill.b the extremely
small amount of these reagents present would be hard
to explain unless we assume that the agent actually
covers the surface of the cement particles in a thin
film or layer. The fact that the cement would return
to the polar liquid after the addition agent had had
time to dissolve in the non-polar liquid also in-
dicates that there 1s a layer of addition agent
covering the particles aft 8 L'l tlley are ground.
In accorClance wi th the data obtained irl this
work the follOWing theory as to the mechanlsmby




If a change in the surface properties of a
material occurs when it is ground to a very fine
state, and it is this change in surface properties
which causes the clinging and agglomeration of the
particles produced, then it would seem likely that
grinding aids would only 'be effective if they spread
upon the surfaces of the grinding media and the
material being ground and so affected their surface
properties that this clingir~ and agglomeration is
not maYlifest.
It then becomes important to show that enough
grinding aid is present to give at least a mono-
molecular coating to the particles being ground at
the time when ball coating or agglomeration commences.
Since cement has a great affinity for water, and
hence for the most polar part of the molecule of the
grinding aid, it seems likely that the molecules of
the grinding aid will be orlentied on the surface of
the pe~,rt1cles in much the same manner that many organic
acids are orientled on a water surface.
To show that enough grinding aid 1s present to
give a coating to all the particles, a run was made
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usi I 0.2(-0 01 __ 1c aci _ u til· 11 c ati co d.
lis occurred at ab ut 15,000 r volutions f t
ill. he sampl l~ s r ill ved fr ill th ill at is
ti e a d it as found t ,.v a p cifi su fac- f
254- square c ti eters per ~ra . The 01 0
calcul tions ere t e a e :
Surface area f 100 gra s (254 a )
2.54xlO6 c 2 s C' Lal u·rs1 fi u fo t cro~s-.
s ct·onal area of the oleic acid 01 cuI , 4 10- 6
2 tl en 2. 5L~xl 6/ 46 10-16 = 5.52xlO2Oem. ,
neces cry to obtain a onololec 1 r fil •
Th olecular ei t of oleic aci. is 2 2.3
(C17H33C H), so 'hen 2.044 rams of oleic acid wa
ad d th re wJre,
(2. 44 (6.06xl023 )/(2 2.3 4.4xl021 oleculs
present. Tllen,
4.4xl021/ 5.S2xl020 ~ 7.95 molecul s, the
thickness of th f-1 of oleic acid.
Reasonin from the cur es obtained ith other
addition a ~ents, if 0.2 ram of oleic acid had b n
used the sp -cif ic surfc ce wnen all C CA.tine COIillre c d
1. La gmuir, I. T COlstitutiol _and P 0 erties of 01-
ids a d Liquids. J. • C OC. 3 , 1 48 (1 17 ·
would be about 1100 C. 2 / gm.
Then,
(1100)(1000)/ 46x10- 16 ~ 2.39xl020 molecules
for a monomolecular film. And,
4.4xl020/ 2.39xl020 = 1.84 molecules film
thickness.
Thus it seems that under any condition before
ball coating commenced that there would always be
enough material to give at least a monomolecular
film.
Thus the following generalizations seem to be
justified:
1. Certain grinding aids are effective because
they form a thin film on the surface of the
particles being ground, and thus prevent
agglomeration of the particles.
2. They also coat the grinding media and thus
prevent ball coating by the fine particles
of the rnaterial being gr.ound.
3- The most effective grinding aids were those
with the greatest spreading power on the
solid being ground. Thus we would expect
solid grinding aids to be least effective
in preventing agglomeration but perhaps
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relatively effective in respect to reducing
the coating of the media by the fine particles,
since no great spreading power would be re-
quired for this.
4. Grinding aids may be roughly divided into two
classes. 1. Those which increase grinding
efficiency by reducing ball coating and also
decrease agglomeration of the fine partioles.
TDA, DPA, Twichell's Reagent, and WSLR belong
to this class. 2. Those which reduce ball
coating alone, and only spread on the surface
of the fine particles to a limited extent.
Grinding aids such as coke, Ca3(P04)2' etc.,
probably belong to this class.
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SUMMARY
1. The effect of a number of grinding aids upon the
fineness of the ultimate product, Portland cement,
has been studied.
2. An optimurn amount of grindi11g aid vvr8.S found in each
case. men greater amounts of the agents were used,
their effectiveness decreased.
3. The relative effectiveness of dif'fereJ_t gr~r1ding
aids were found to vary at different fineness
levels. Therefore, the size distribution wanted
in the final product should be considered wren
selecting a grinding aid.
4. The state in which the grinding aid is added is
of utmost importance, since the laok of a solvent
or the solvent used may affect the spreading power
of the agent.
5. A theory to account for the action of addition
agents and wl.1ich seen1S to meet tl18 knovvn f~acts
has been developed.
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